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Title word cross-reference

Abundance [Tan49]. Algiers [Ber48a], along [The49], année [Gil48]. Arendal [Dan47b], Artificial [Atk48], Atlantic [Des49, Jac49, Sme47, Tan49]. Atlantique [Des49]. Autumn [Hel48]. Average [dPN48].


Mackerel [Dan48b, Hel48]. Manipulating [Fra48]. marine [Ber48a].
Michal [Rus48]. Middle [Mul48]. migrations [Fon48]. morrhua [Man48].
Moyenne [dPN48].


[Mul48]. Sund [Rol48]. Surface [Jac49].

Téléostéens [Des49]. Teleosts [Des49]. Temperature [Jac49, The49].
Tératologiques [Let49b]. Terological [Let49b]. Théodore [ID48].
Thermograms [The49]. Thick [Car47]. Thick-Layer [Car47]. Thompson
[Cl49]. Tissier [ID48]. Transparency [JK47]. Travaux [Vib48]. Trawlers
[Gil48]. Trout [Ott48].

United [Glo47]. Use [Bru49].

Variabilité [dPN48]. Variability [dPN48]. Variation [Jac49]. various

Wales [Dan47a]. warm [Ber48b]. Water [Atk48, Sme47]. Weathers
[Car47]. Wentworth [Cl49]. Whitebait [Dan47a]. Wilhelm [Mau48].
Wind [Car47]. Witting [Gra48]. Work [Vib48].

XV [An48c].

year [Glo48]. Years [Rae47]. Young [Dan48b].
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[Ano47b] Anonymous. Members of the Council deceased since 1939. *ICES Jour-
oup.com/icesjms/article/15/1/3/553381.
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